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1. Who is this for?
Fine art painters

2. What will it do for you?
Turn your paintings into 3D

3.This is a unique solution for you to get more attention & stand out with...
A unique wow factor that can allow your paintings to POP that I've discovered... You need major cuteness or 
creepiness, or that WOW factor that makes your paintings stand out and make people instantly magnetized to your 
work. And that is with these 3D eyeballs made entirely of acrylic paint. There are so many ways to dress them up into
your style.

https://sculptedpaint.teachable.com/p/eyeball-ecourse/?product_id=850537&coupon_code=40DEAL


4. Unquestionable proof
After SIX YEARS of testing all thick & fluid mediums, almost giving up many times, I have finally cracked the code... 
without cracking the eyeball! So now you can know how to get perfect 3D eyeballs.......

without lumps, pits, or rips, without smooth eyeballs sneakily shriveling up on you, and without it taking over a week 
to dry!

 

 



5. How it works
With the secret tool of using a half dome mold to start, you can shape paint into an eyeball form, but using a silicone 
mold instead of hard palette wells, makes it easier to get the eyeball out.

Here are just some beginning examples of how you can use eyeballs in your paintings...

Big eyeballs that stand out really make a painting come alive...



Add impasto brush strokes to make an owl look really fun...



These eyeballs would be a good technique to use with most any animal. Here's Boo Cat that was created with a 
simple cat outline and then paint squished together and peeled apart to make these interesting texture lines. Then 3D
eyeballs added for a real POP! Most anybody can do this easy technique.



Or you can take a simple puppy drawing and paint it but add these pinched eyeballs to make the eyes more 
elongated. Big eyes really appeal to the heart... the window to the soul. This one sold right away being a small 5x7.

A half eyeball can make the center of a flower stand out. You could add bumps or glitter or mosaics, or so many cool 
things your imagination might dream up.



You can add 3D eyeballs to a pet rock doorstop...

Or turn the eyeball itself into ladybugs and of all the colors you can think of... OH I forgot bright pink! This was 
snatched up right away when turned into a magnet...



Or when added to more 3D flower paintings, it just looks so exciting like a garden coming to life! This flower ended 
up being a hot item sold. People like 3D stuff now because of the dimension it brings that makes it look more real to 
life.

6. Special Offer 
Is your mind starting to go into a frenzy of ideas at what can be made with cool 3D eyeballs? I'm sure you have your 
own ideas too that I haven't thought of. If you'd like to dramatically pop your paintings into 3D and get your creativity
to explode with a totally cool new thing, then the Eyeball Ecourse was created just for you...

It's really just a few short video tutorials online to show the exact medium that works, and the exact technique that 
gets results to dry the quickest, in at least 24 hours.

I've included the Half Eyeball and the Whole Eyeball Formula.

https://sculptedpaint.teachable.com/p/eyeball-ecourse/?product_id=850537&coupon_code=40DEAL


7. No risk, & Q&A on objections...
Guarantee:
You will need an internet connection to watch the online videos. There's no technical expertise required, and your 
satisfaction is 100% guaranteed or your money back.

Why not just buy plastic craft eyes or dollar store eyeballs?
Well you can, but this is more for fine art artists who want to improve the quality of their paintings than sell a cheap 
craft. And these 3D eyeballs are COOL, not generic, and it amazes customers at what can be done with thick acrylic 
paint alone, that is archival and will last. Plus this will increase your skills and then you can sell it for higher price 
points too, as you improve on your painting quality.

Is the eyeball size limited?
No! you can get molds up to a huge 3 inches in size! If you go bigger, you will have to increase the thickness of the 
walls to make them more durable.

Will I be able to get the supplies needed?
Yes, if you live where you can get Golden products or order them online. Jerry's Artarama or Blicks will ship overseas 
on some items. I do have a list of a few countries (USA, Canada, UK, Australia) where I did find the supplies you will 
need. But most items should be available in a Michael's.

Will this work to get eyeballs out of hard plastic palette wells?
Yes it can, if you learn the secret trick I show you for that. Those flatter half eyeballs from one of those hard plastic 
palettes does work if you learn a little tip to getting them out. They make the coolest 3D mushroom spots! Whoever 
heard of that? This sold in my Gift Shop right away too. People love mushrooms and they are very decorative.

Are they limited to just art or what other uses are there than just paintings?
Well you can dangle them from glasses with pen springs, use them as ladybug antennas on a headband, or stick them
to sunglasses to show your boss you're awake as a funny joke, but these are not edible. No they are not a 
jawbreaker! Do not eat the paint. So they might not be good placed in a trick-or-treat bag. They can make great 
Halloween decorations on most anything though.



8. Call to action:

To join the Eyeball Ecourse now, simply click the link here and click the "Enroll in Course" button on the course 
page too, and fill out the registration form:

Enroll in Course

9. Bonuses for acting now...

When you join the Eyeball Ecourse today, you'll get:

 40% discount to the first 100 customers who respond
 Free future additions added
 Access to this exclusive Cat Fur bonus where the YouTube free video now reveals the secrets in this class

3D Black Cat Fur

In the 3D Black Cat Fur bonus, you will learn:

 What thick paint to use
 How to use a fork for immense fur texture
 What tool makes the 3D button pink nose
 How to apply the 3D eyeballs in the fur
 What archival glue to use
 What brush makes the slanted cat eye pupils super easy
 How to get really cool 3D whiskers

Click Here for the Eyeball Ecourse Now
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